Abstract-We aim to realize a new and simple compensation method that robustly handles multiple-projector systems without recourse to the linearization of projector response functions. We introduce state equations, which distribute arbitrary brightness among the individual projectors, and control the state equations according to the feedback from a camera. By employing the color-mixing matrix with gradient of projector responses, we compensate the controlled brightness input to each projector. Our method dispenses with cooperation among multiple projectors as well as time-consuming photometric calibration. Compared with existing methods, our method is shown to offer superior compensation performance and a more effective way of compensating multiple-projector systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE projector is an extremely flexible output device that offers arbitrary scaling up to the limits set by the device's specifications. It can realize displays from personal spaces and conference halls to huge public viewing spaces and building sides [12] , [15] , [17] , [25] , [31] . The spread of small but highly efficient pico-projectors will yield the emergence of new portable information devices [26] , [27] . Another interesting trend is the use of multiple-projector systems that have multiple projectors and a single camera to create multiplanar displays [3] , superimposed projection [9] , and virtual restoration for real-world objects [1] .
Cameras are often used in practice to sense the display states yielded by projectors. For a projector-camera system composed of a single projector and a single camera, Nayar et al. associated the RGB input channels with the output channels between the projector and the camera by introducing a color-mixing matrix with a constant ambient light for each pixel [14] , [22] . Based on a simple photometric model, they correct the brightness output by the projector to ensure that Manuscript received March 15, 2013 ; revised January 31, 2014 and April 2, 2014; accepted April 2, 2014. Date of publication April 17, 2014 ; date of current version May 9, 2014 . The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Dr. Anthony Vetro.
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TIP.2014.2317979 the desired image is finally obtained as confirmed by the camera. Various radiometric compensation schemes based on their work have been published for projector-camera systems.
Fujii et al. addressed color variations on an object's surface and achieved real-time compensation for dynamic scenes in [13] , and Wang et al. used the compensation method based on the properties of the human vision system by compressing the contrast of the input image [37] . To deal with illumination changes, Ashdown et al. adopted a photometric approach for situations exhibiting varying surface reflectance and ambient light [4] . Subsequently, Liao et al. robustly canceled visual echo in a full-duplex projector-camera system for telecollaboration applications [18] , and Amano et al. developed an appearance enhancement method using a projector-camera feedback system [2] . By using a mobile projector-camera system, Park et al. demonstrated simultaneous geometric and radiometric adaptation for dynamic surfaces [24] . Radiometric compensation methods using color-mixing matrices assume a simple geometric relation represented by one-by-one mapping between projector and camera pixels. By contrast, a light transport matrix transfers all pixels on the projector onto all pixels in the camera image. It is well known that transposition of the light transport matrix generates a virtual image as observed from the projector's viewpoint [30] . Wetzstein et al. compensated the color brightness output from the projector by using the inverse light transport matrix in order to display the desired image onto complex surfaces [38] . As computing the matrix is computationally intractable, algorithms that efficiently process it were developed in [11] and [23] . The above applications that use multiple-projector systems also make it necessary to harmonize the color intensities among projectors and correct the color variations across multiple projectors [19] , [32] . Existing methods use a photometric model based on the linear combination of the brightness yielded by the multiple projections. For instance, in order to adjust the color intensities created by the outputs of multiple projectors, Bimber et al. employed the strategy of striking a balance by equally dividing the color intensities among multiple projectors [6] , [7] . As their strategy distributes appropriate color intensities to each projector in the entire system, the method supports various multiple projection displays, i.e. tiled, overlapped, and superimposed displays. In contrast, Majumder et al. showed that the spatial color variation in multiple-projector displays is due to the spatial variation in the color gamut across the projected display, and they classified the variation into three categories: intra-projector 1057-7149 © 2014 IEEE. Translations and content mining are permitted for academic research only. Personal use is also permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission. See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
variation (within a single projector), inter-projector variation (across difference projectors), and overlap variation [8] , [20] . Based on their works, the method proposed in [21] used the spatial variation of luminance to achieve a perceptually smooth variation across the display. Next, Sajadi et al. addressed spatial variation in both luminance and chrominance for tiled projection-based displays and developed a constrained gamut morphing algorithm [28] . In attempting to remove the color variations, they assumed that the final luminance of a multipleprojector display is given by the summation of luminance from each projector.
Since multiple-projector systems generally have non-linear response functions, the above existing compensation methods require that the response functions of all projectors and camera be linearized in advance. In this paper, we mainly address the issue of multiple projectors' responses because we can handle a single camera's response functions by introducing advance technology [16] . Most photometric calibrations employ an expensive colorimeter or spectrometry equipment in order to measure accurately the luminance created by each projector on a planar surface [19] . In the above applications of multiple-projector systems, a key desirable feature is making photometric calibration easy or displaying desired images without the trouble of demanding users perform photometric calibration [5] , [10] , [29] . If users dispense with linearization of the projectors' response functions, they need to deal with the multiple-projector system as a non-linear multiple-input single-output function. As there are various solution sets of projector input, i.e. combinations of the color brightness yielded by the multiple projectors in order to display the desired image, one should systematically find a suitable solution set from just the camera's outputs because the projectors' responses are unknown.
Accordingly, we propose a new and simple compensation method that robustly handles multiple-projector systems without recourse to the linearization of projector responses. For each projector, we employ feedback control based on the state equation which describes the brightness distributed to that projector in the next state from the current state. We assume that projector responses can be approximated as linear functions, i.e. the first-order approximation. Our method compensates the controlled brightness by using an iterative procedure; it applies a color-mixing matrix which includes the gradients of the projector response functions. Suppose that each projector's response is a monotone increasing function in terms of input brightness, the simple ascent/descent iterative approach does not fall into local minimum. Provided that the scope of its application is limited to static scenes, iteration of the feedback control in the system approaches the desired brightness for each channel; it dispenses with linearization of the multiple projectors' response functions. This paper is organized as follows: Section II describes a photometric model for multiple-projector systems and explains our motivation. Section III details the color-mixing matrix that includes the gradients of the non-linear response functions for multiple-projector systems, and introduces our iterative compensation method that adjusts the projector's input brightness by employing the color-mixing matrix in the feedback system. Section IV provides the performance of our iterative compensation using both computer-simulated data and real images as well as showing the results of experiments conducted on existing compensation methods and our method. Finally, Section V concludes this study and mentions future work.
II. PHOTOMETRIC MODEL FOR MULTIPLE-PROJECTOR SYSTEM
Consider a multiple-projector system constructed by N projectors and a single camera. When all projectors output an image on a screen by plane-homographies among the multiple-projector system, we can match a pixel on the image, captured by the camera, to one of the pixels output from one of the projectors. Here, we assume that the display surface is uniformly Lambertian and that the measured pixel value for a color channel is linear in terms of irradiance. According to [13] , [14] , [22] , we adopt the following photometric model (1) which sums the individual projector images. q L (λ) is the camera spectral response for wavelength λ in color channel L ∈ {R, G, B}, and brightness P j K is modulated by the spectral response w j K (λ) for color channel K ∈ {R, G, B} output from the j -th projector. f (λ) is a function based on ambient light which includes environmental light and black offsets from all projectors. We assume that the reflectance S(λ) of the screen's surface is basically constant within the camera's spectral response range. As we do not address dynamic scenes in this paper, we may give S(λ) = 1 in Eq. (1). We define
as the color-mixing matrix between the j -th projector and the camera, and
as the ambient light vector. We then describe the photometric model between the brightness vector C = [C R , C G , C B ] T observed by the camera and the brightness vector
. . , N}, output from all projectors as follows,
Eq. (6) shows a linear summation of the brightness output from N projectors as a multiple-input single-output system. There are various solution sets P j , j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, that satisfy Eq. (6) and that are positive. If we introduce the strategy of striking a balance by equally dividing the desired brightness C among multiple projectors, we obtain the solution set
where N j is the number of projectors illuminating a pixel. Eq. (6) 
where g j K (·) is the non-linear response function for each channel output from the j -th projector. In Fig. 1a , we diagram the input-output relation between the j -th projector and camera. Existing compensation methods for multiple-projector systems linearize the multiple projectors' responses in the setup phase. When using a colorimeter to obtain the projector's response functions g j K (·), K ∈ {R, G, B} according to previous photometric calibration approaches, we catch the luminance value of the light radiated from a single point on the surface. In order to faithfully output brightness P j given by Eq. (7), the brightness input to the j -th projector should be corrected using the inverse response function g
However, when all projector pixels are compensated according to the response functions, which depend on one-point measurements, the corrected brightness may be inherently uneven at each pixel. In addition to this, colorimetry demands an expensive measurement instrument in the multiple-projector system, and its operation with expert knowledge is troublesome for practical use in various situation. If users cannot carry out linearization of the projectors' response functions in the system, they should find suitable solutions P j , j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, that satisfy Eq. (6), from only the camera's outputs due to unknown projectors' responses.
Instead of Eq. (6), the compensation methods proposed in [6] and [7] use the following system responses
to handle multiple-projector systems. 1 Fig. 1b illustrates the relation of camera output brightness and input brightness.
As a projector input is connected to camera output by pure color channels, the input-output relation is suited to obtaining each channel's response function in terms of input brightness by using the camera. However, note that observing systems that use projectors and a camera physically follow the photometric model described in Eq. (1). Since the projectors and camera have inherent spectra against wavelength (visible light region), color mixture components between other color channels denoted by Eqs. (2) and (3) are present in any multiple-projector system. Although these mixture elements
are usually smaller than diagonal elements V j K K in each color-mixing matrix, we cannot neglect the color mixtures between other color channels for accurate compensation [14] , [22] . Consequently, we need to deal with the multiple-input single-output system based on Eqs. (6) and (8), and consider not only the response function between the same color channels but also all color mixtures between the projectors and camera, as shown in Fig. 1a . Many applications based on multiple projectors demand flexible radiometric compensation, so our goal is to accurately and robustly compensate multiple-projector systems by applying a color-mixing matrix without recourse to linearization.
III. OUR PROPOSED METHOD

A. Strategy
Compensating a multiple-projector system raises the problem of how to divide the brightness of the desired image among all projectors. A key point in realizing the system is to adjust input brightness I j to each projector without consideration of the output brightness P k , k = j , from other projectors, because this can flexibly and promptly cope with reconfiguration of a multiple-projector system. We propose a new compensation approach based on the above photometric model (Fig. 1a) without cooperation among multiple projectors or the use of linearization, by adopting the following strategy. 1) We introduce state equations that describe how the brightness is to be distributed among all projectors, and individually control the state equation according to feedback from the camera. 2) On the assumption that projector responses are close to linear in terms of input brightness, we approximately obtain the color-mixing matrices from the projector responses in the system, and compensate the controlled color brightness input to each projector by using the color-mixing matrix.
B. Color-Mixing Matrix With Gradient of Projector Responses
We assume that a pixel illuminated by each projector corresponds to a pixel on an image captured by the camera using plane-homographies between projectors and camera. When the projectors' responses G j (I j ), j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, are not linearized for each input brightness I j , the multipleprojector system satisfies
from Eqs. (6) and (8) . Assuming that zero vectors P k = 0, k = j , for all pixels are given for all projectors except the j -th projector, we simplify the multiple-projector system as a projector-camera system composed of the j -th projector and the camera. In this system, we consider that the camera observes color brightness C j W and C j R in response to input brightness
, respectively. According to Eq. (11), we have the difference brightness
for the multiple-projector system. By introducing Taylor expansion in G j (I j R ), we obtain
where, ∂G j /∂I j means that function G j (·) is partially differentiated with respect to each variable in input vector I j , i.e.
and
) represents second and higher-order terms in the Taylor expansion. Supposing that the projector responses are a monotone increasing function for input brightness, we represent the response functions between observed brightness C j R and C j W by a first-order approximation. By neglecting O( I 2 j R ) in Eq. (13), we obtain
from Eqs. (12) and (13) . The left side of Eq. (15) is identified as the first column in the color-mixing matrix, which is estimated from the non-linear projector response for the R-channel. In the same way, as we can also derive the second and third columns in the color-mixing matrix from inputoutput responses for the G-and B-channels, we now describe matrix U j as follows,
When we use four uniform calibration images yielded by each projector according to [13] , we can approximately obtain each color-mixing matrix V j multiplied by the gradient matrix G j , as shown in Eq. (16) . In this paper, we call matrix U j the color-mixing matrix with gradient of projector responses, and apply the matrices U j , j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, in order to compensate the multiple-projector system, in which none of the projectors have linearized responses. Generally speaking, each projector response against input brightness has monotone increasing functions whose gradients are positive and gentle at low level. Accordingly, we obtain each matrix U j by setting projector input brightness at middle level and using the corresponding camera response. In Section IV, we use, in common, I j W = (90, 90, 90) and ( I j R , I j G , I j B ) = (60, 60, 60) for all experimental systems. 
C. Iterative Compensation Using Feedback Control
We describe state equations in order to systematically control the brightness output from individual projectors. Fig. 2 illustrates a block diagram of the feedback control for a multiple-projector system. As the feedback control in Fig. 2 works for each projector without cooperation among projectors, we describe an iterative compensation approach based on the state equation for just the j -th projector below.
Let color brightness I j (t) be the j -th projector input at state t. According to Eq. (11), we observe the camera output
at the state by the multiple-projector system. 2 When we give variable brightness I j (t) to the projector, which can be represented as a first-order approximation, we describe a system at next state t + 1 as follows,
by Eqs. (18) and (16) . In order to gradually approach the desired brightness, we define the state equation that represents brightness C j (t + 1) as follows,
distributed to the j -th projector at next state t + 1 from state t. By integrating each brightness C j (t) yielded by the current state, we assume that the camera observes the brightness
2 In general, cameras have non-linear responses in terms of input brightness. Assuming that its responses are corrected using a linear response function beforehand, or they are virtually linear in terms of irradiance, Eq. (18) indicates that the camera observes the color mixtures associated with multiple projectors at state t.
in the multiple-projector system. We employ feedback control using the difference vector e(t) = C − C(t), (22) between desired brightness C and brightness C(t) observed at the current state. According to Eq. (20), we actively control the j -th projector's state by the brightness error e(t) yielded by Eq. (22) . Matrix K is a constant 3×3 matrix for all states, and plays the role of a gain matrix in Eq. (20) . In our experiments, we used the following form
where gain parameter κ satisfies 0 < κ < 1. By substituting Eqs. (20) and (21) for Eq. (19), we can describe
and so can obtain the variable input brightness
by using the color-mixing matrix with gradient of projector responses. We cannot recalculate successively the gradients in Eq. (17), at each state t, because projector responses are unknown in the system. Instead, we find solution set I j , j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, which satisfy Eq. (11), by employing the iterative approach based on Eq. (19). We give initial solutions
by equally distributing desired brightness C among N projectors. For instance, when two projectors superimpose the same region, we set α = 0.5 which is a good initial solution. In this paper, our strategy is to eliminate the need to know, as prior information, which projector is illuminating which pixel in the captured image. In Section IV, we use α = 1/N as the initial solutions regardless of overlapped or superimposed displays. According to Eq. (25), we update
by controlling input brightness of the j -th projector. Consequently, Eq. (27) accumulates brightness I j (t) to rectify the brightness deficiency by feedback control as follows,
at state t = τ . Note that, in controlling the state of the j -th projector, this feedback does not consider the state equations of projectors other than the j -th projector.
Once the input brightness I j (t + 1), j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} is renewed by Eq. (27) , the camera observes the brightness C(t + 1) at next state as driven by a synchronization signal. We repeat this iterative compensation using Eqs. (25) and (27) until current error e(t) is sufficiently small or virtually the same as previous error e(t − 1). When our method attains the desired brightness C by using this feedback control, the Fig. 3a shows that our multiple-projector system consisted of three LCD projectors (SONY VPL-F-41) and an IEEE1394b camera (Point Grey GRAS-50S5C-C). Each projector has a resolution of 1, 600×1, 200 pixels, and the camera captures full color images with a frame resolution of 1, 600 × 1, 200 pixels. All projectors and the camera are controlled by separate computers, and the image captured by the camera is transferred to the three computers via LAN. Upon receipt of the observed image, each computer compensates a sample image and outputs the compensated image, which is warped geometrically by plane-homographies, for each projector.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
A. Multiple-Projector System
In order to apply existing compensation methods to the system, we measured the color channel's luminance from projector light by installing a colorimeter (ChromaMeter CS-200). Fig. 3b shows the three channel response functions of projector #1. According to the measurement method described in Appendix A, we calculated normalized response functions for all projectors and linearized the response functions of the multiple-projector system. Fig. 4 shows the superimposed displays compensated by Eq. (7), based on this linearization step. For reference, in Fig. 4b , we show a single display for which the camera's response function is also linearized [16] . We demonstrated that the new images output by double and triple projectors were almost the same as the image yielded by a single projector. These results show that the setup of our experimental system was completed by using photometric calibration.
B. Performances of Feedback Control
First, we used computer simulations to examine the performance of the feedback control introduced in our compensation method. According to the photometric model of a multipleprojector system shown in Eq. (6), we simulated the RGB value observed by the camera. 3 We also used the non-linear response functions given by Eq. (8) for each projector. The response functions g j K (·), K ∈ {R, G, B}, were actually measured in the above multiple-projector system. In Eq. (25), we use each color-mixing matrix U j computed from the RGB values yielded by Eqs. (6) and (8) when we input the four uniform calibration colors used in the real image experiments. We generated the desired colors based on a uniform distributed random number and divided equally it among N projectors as the initial state. The feedback control in this simulation environment compensates each input brightness I j = (I j R , I j G , I j B ) in order to obtain the desired color.
We performed 10, 000 independent trials, and measured RMS errors between ground truth and the observed color after the 50-th iteration of feedback control. In order to grasp the performance of the proposed method in the system that uses more projectors, we also conducted computer simulations of quadruple and fivefold projections ( Fig. 5 shows the RMS errors estimated for each projector system. We varied gain parameter κ in Eq. (23) from 0.1 to 1.0. We obtained the simulated results that the brightness errors increase gradually on the boundary of κ = 0.9, 0.6, 0.55, and 0.45 in double, triple, quadruple, and fivefold projector systems, respectively. Figs. 6a and 6b show the typical variations of RMS error at each state when we use κ = 0.3 and 0.6, respectively. The RMS errors shown in Fig. 6a for all systems converge below 10. In contrast, Fig. 6b indicates that quadruple and fivefold projector systems converge with a large offset of the RMS error. Note that the constant errors shown in Figs. 6a and 6b agree with the estimated errors in Fig. 5 . These simulated results demonstrate that if feedback control uses the relevant gain parameter κ (e.g. κ ≤ 0.6 in triple projection), it can compensate most colors completely. Next, we investigated the system's behavior for a desired image, when we give initial solutions I j (0) according to Eq. (26) and use our method to compensate a test image. We used an artificial image (Fig. 4a) and superimposed it on a screen by double and triple projector systems. Fig. 7 shows the RMS errors at each state up to the completion of the 9-th iteration of feedback control. We found that both systems with κ ≤ 0.6 yielded small errors. When we used κ = 0.5 or 0.6 in the double projector system, the brightness error was rapidly decreased. We ensured that the compensation was mostly completed by the third iteration. In the triple projector system with κ = 0.4 or 0.5, the brightness error became small and constant after a few iterations. Although neither system with κ = 0.1 completed compensation in Fig. 7 , we found that they corrected the test image completely with additional iterations. On the other hand, the brightness error was not small in the triple projector system with κ = 0.7, 0.8. Even with more iterations, the compensation remained imperfect. Note that Fig. 5 shows that the feedback control with κ ≥ 0.7 could not reduce the RMS error yielded by the triple projector system below 10. Actually, in Fig. 7b , we found the RMS error remained at about 20 and 40 when using κ = 0.7 and 0.8, respectively. These errors seen in the real experiments agree very well with the computer simulation results. Fig. 8 shows the observed image sequences at state t = 0 ∼ 4 in the triple projector system with κ = 0.2, 0.5, and 0.7. Fig. 8a shows an image sequence that gradually approached the desired image because of low gain. In Fig. 9a , we illustrate an example of this system's behavior wherein the intermediate images ascend toward the desired color C. If the initial state is higher than the desired color, the image sequence may exhibit a gradual descent. The image sequence in Fig. 8b rapidly approaches the desired image with just a few iterations. This sequence settles on the desired image by patterns that repeatedly alternate from brighter to darker (and vice versa) than the desired image. That is, this sequence shows that the compensation probably advanced according to the behavior illustrated in Fig. 9b . In contrast, the sequence in Fig. 8c does not approach the desired image, though it seems to have the same pattern as in Fig. 8b . The behavior illustrated in Fig. 9c demonstrates the effect of excessive feedback; the controlled color does not settle on the desired color. Actually, we found that the image sequence at t ≥ 5 alternated between two patterns in an oscillating manner, which could not be resolved by feedback.
Considering the above results, we give the simple criterion E(t) = σ (t, t − 1)/σ (t, t − 2), (t ≥ 2) in order to discern whether or not the iterative approach with κ works well in multiple-projector systems. σ (t, t −k) represents mean squared error between observed image at state t and observed image at state t − k. When a multiple-projector system approaches convergence at state t, E(t) approaches a small value. In contrast, if the system exhibits oscillation for the image sequence, E(t) has a big value. Fig. 10 shows criterion E(t) at each state, as computed from the image sequences used in Fig. 7 ; E(t) exhibits small values at state t = 2 ∼ 9 in the double projector system with κ ≤ 0.8 and in the triple projector system with κ ≤ 0.6. Compared with Fig. 7 , we can clearly see in Fig. 10 whether or not iterative feedback with each gain parameter works well. By examining the criterion E(t) in the preliminary setup phase, we can heuristically determine suitable gain parameter κ for the system that assures its convergence. If users wish to omit the advance compensation tests, we can provide the alternative of the empirical setting of κ. Note our strategy is to eliminate prior information, i.e. which projector is illuminating which pixel in the captured image. In the same way that we give initial solutions by using Eq. (26), we may equally distribute the brightness errors e(t) among N projectors. In subsequent experiments, we empirically set the gain parameter to κ = 1/N regardless of whether the display was tiled, overlapped, or superimposed.
C. Compensation Results for Multiple-Projector Systems
We provide here the compensation results yielded by our method and compare them to those of existing methods. We implemented the existing method (Method-A) described in [14] and [22] for a single projector and the compensation method (Method-B) proposed in [7] ; see Appendix B, for a multiple-projector system, and tested them as benchmarks in our system. In order to compare these existing methods and our method for single, double, and triple projection displays, we projected real images from the three projectors using the overlapped projection form. We used the existing methods with linearization of multiple projectors' response functions. Fig. 11 shows the overlap display, which projects four kinds of monochromatic images at the initial and final states yielded by our method. The single, double, and triple display regions correspond to the low, middle, and high intensity regions in the images, respectively. Fig. 12 shows the compensation results yielded by Method-B and our method. The first, second, and third columns show the compensated images input to projector #1, #2, and #3, respectively. The fourth column shows the corrected images as observed on a screen. In Table I , we estimated the RMS errors between the desired image and the new image yielded by each method. Method-C in Table I shows the errors yielded by the compensation method following Eq. (7). We regard the accuracy of Method-A, which compensated the real images using a single projector system, as the standard in this evaluation. The RMS errors yielded by our method are close to those obtained by Method-B and Method-C. However, comparing Method-B to our method, we found that Method-B created small color gaps. Although we carefully linearized the system response functions between individual projectors and the camera, it is conceivable that some errors occurred in the measurement of form factor component, i.e. F j M. As we found that corrected image yielded by Method-C also has some small color gaps on overlap regions, the small color gaps for single, double, and triple projection seem to occur due to measurement error associated with the projector's linearization step. If we could increase the accuracy of linearization of response functions between individual projector and a camera, both Method-B and Method-C would yield satisfactory results in our system. In Fig. 12b , our method yielded seamless high quality compensation even though it dispenses with linearization. Our method compensated input brightness at each pixel by applying feedback control with a color-mixing matrix and attained the desired output brightness. This demonstrates that our iterative compensation works well and is a very effective way of compensating arbitrary images.
Next, we evaluated the compensation performance of the proposed method in a multiple-projector system with two DLP projectors (NEC ViewLight NP4100WJ) in Fig. 13a . We show the three channel response functions of projector #1 in Fig. 13b . We estimated γ to be 2.125 from the input-output response of G-channel. The dash-curve in Fig. 13b shows the response function plotted according to the γ coefficient. Figs. 14a and 14b show the compensated images input to each projector and the corrected images yielded by Method-B and our method, respectively. The first, second, and third columns correspond to the compensated images input to projector #1 and #2, and the new images as observed on a screen by the camera, respectively. We found that the RMS errors yielded by Method-B are slightly larger than those yielded by our method in Table II , and that the some differences of color tone between Figs. 14a and 14b are observable in the corrected images. DLP projectors commonly have a white filter on the color wheel along with the primary color, which makes DLP color more complex [32] , [36] . The color mixtures between other channels were remarkably well detected in the DLP projector system. Note that method-B uses the projectorcamera responses between same color channels as described in Appendix B; it ignores the mixture of other channels. In contrast, the compensation using color-mixing matrix coped with well color mixtures between other channels because Table II shows that the RMS errors yielded by Method-C and our method, which employ the color-mixing matrix, are smaller than those yielded by Method-B. Fig. 14b shows the almost seamless new images yielded by this multiple-projector system, using the proposed method. Thus, these results prove that iterative compensation also flexibly handles projector responses with strong γ characteristics. 
D. Applications
This subsection demonstrates some applications by using the triple projector system (Fig. 3a) . First, as a typical application, we show a panoramic display. Fig. 15 shows both uncompensated and compensated displays, as yielded by our method after a few feedback iterations. Even though our method did not demand the cooperation of the three projectors, it displayed a seamless overlapped image created by the outputs of these projectors as shown in Fig. 15b . Once the system has plane-homographies of each projector, the proposed method can promptly realize a seamless panoramic display. Second, we show compensation application for textured surfaces. Fig. 17a displays three pictures on the screen, which are not illuminated by multiple projectors. We projected overlapping sample images from a triple projector system, and conducted the compensation experiments by using Method-B and our method. Fig. 16 shows the corrected images yielded by the same experimental environment used in Fig. 12 . We obtained form factor component F j M in the setup by using the linearized response functions. Although Method-B seems to compensate the picture regions in Fig. 16a , it caused slight brightness differences between the picture regions and the screen region. Since Method-B compensated all projector pixels according to the response functions estimated by one-point measurement, the corrected brightness were inherently uneven at camera pixels. Our method yielded excellent compensation results even on the textured surfaces. The overlapped images in Fig. 16b are almost same as those in Fig. 12b , see the close-up images in Fig. 17 . The existing method has color gaps between the screen and textured surfaces in Fig. 17c . In contrast, the overlapped images yielded by our method are virtually seamless in Fig. 17d . These results confirm that our method can robustly compensate overlapping images on textured surfaces.
Third, we tested the compensation performance of our method against color variation on the screen. Projector #1 and #2 superimposed a real image while projector #3, which we used as an external light source, output an artificial image (Fig. 4a) . We put two miniatures on the table in front of the two projectors such that they did not occlude projector #3, and relocated the camera of Fig. 3a to look down the screen and the miniatures. Figs. 18a and 18b shows the initial image and the corrected image yielded by our method. In Figs. 19a and 19b , we show the compensated images input to projector #1 and #2, respectively. We detected shadow regions for each projector by the switching method [35] . As shown in Fig. 19 , we suppressed the lights illuminated from pixels corresponding to the shadow regions for each projector, because our method does not need to compensate the projector pixels that are occluded by objects. Existing shadow elimination techniques [33] , [34] compensate the brightness loss that occurs on the screen by updating transparency (α-value) according to the shadow pixel. This demonstration shows that the proposed method, which employs iterative feedback, well compensates both the obstructive brightness generated by external illumination and the brightness loss due to shadows. Compared with Figs. 18a and 18b , the image quality of Fig. 18b is also improved. That is, we confirmed that the iteration of feedback also contributes to edge enhancement in camera image.
V. CONCLUSION
We proposed a new and simple method that robustly handles multiple-projector systems by using iterative compensation approach; it dispenses with linearization of the multiple projectors' response functions in advance. We introduced state equations that distribute arbitrary brightness among the individual projectors, and employ feedback control based on the state equations. By applying a color-mixing matrix with gradient of projector responses, our method individually compensates the controlled brightness of each projector in the system. Experiments investigated the various behaviors caused by the feedback control system with varying gain parameters using both computer-simulated data and real images. We revealed the application range of the iterative compensation method such that could completely control most colors for each projector system, and also showed that setting the gain parameter appropriately yielded effective compensation of an image within a few feedback iterations. Next, we compared existing methods to the proposed method and determined the compensation accuracies yielded by each method. The results demonstrated that our method compensated all sample images with almost the same accuracy as existing methods. In addition, we introduced applications based on iterative compensation. Our method seamlessly displayed a panoramic image created by the outputs of multiple projectors, and compensated overlapping displays on textured surfaces such that the overlapped images yielded by our method were virtually seamless. We then showed that the proposed method well compensated both the obstructive brightness offset created by illumination variation and the brightness loss due to shadows on the screen.
Our compensation method can be easily installed in various multiple-projector systems, because the same algorithm works in all projectors and it controls color brightness according to a state equation for each projector individually. It dispenses with cooperation among multiple projectors as well as timeconsuming photometric calibration. When the user introduces the multiple-projector system in static scenes, our method can promptly compensate arbitrary images. Note that the proposed method basically assumes that projector responses can be modeled as a first-order approximation. If the approximation of projector responses cannot neglect higher-order terms, the iterative approach may not work well to accurately compensate all projectors. In the future, we will enhance our technique to eliminate this application limit. Future work includes improving the speed of the compensation processing in order to achieve perceptually seamless uniformity video images.
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APPENDIX A MEASUREMENT OF PROJECTOR'S RESPONSE FUNCTION
Since we use some samples of projector's response function in our experiments, we make a commentary on measurement of the response function. This section describes a measurement scheme by using a colorimeter or a spectrometry equipment. Following the colorimetry approach, we obtain each color stimulus value, which is the luminance value measured by the equipment, while varying projector input brightness I k at a regular level interval. When projector light P K ω K (λ) in K -channel and environmental light f (λ) reflect on a screen's surface, the light incident on a colorimeter is denoted by {P K ω K (λ) + f (λ)}S(λ). We denote the non-linear response function for K -channel by P K = g K (I K ). According to Eq. (1), we obtain Y -stimulus value as follows,
with the replacement of
In the above equations,ȳ(λ) is one of the color-matching functions built in the colorimeter. Note that object's reflectance S(λ), environment light f (λ), and projector light ω K (λ) are unknown in the system. Here, we assume that a domain of input brightness is 0 ≤ I K ≤ 1 and that a range of the response function is 0 ≤ g K (I K ) ≤ 1. Let Y K (0) be a Y -stimulus value when g K (0) = 0. From Eq. (29), we have
where F 0 includes black offset from the projector. Similarly, let Y K (1) be a Y -stimulus value when g K (1) = 1, we then get
Since we obtainȲ
from Eqs. (32) and (33), we calculate the normalized projector's response function according to input brightness as follows,
by substituting Eqs. (32) and (34) [7] in our experiments, this section summarizes their method for multiple-projector systems. We assume that I j is a color component of the j -th projector light for N-projector system and that all projectors' responses are linearized in advance. Bimber et al. adopted the following Lambert's approximation model
for diffuse surfaces, where R is a color component extracted by a camera response, E is a color component of environmental light, and M is defined as a surface's material color. The coefficient F j called "form factor" depends on physical position between the light source and object surface. The method employs the strategy of striking a balance by equally dividing the color intensities among multiple projectors, i.e. it determines the color component as follows,
F j M, I 1 = I 2 = · · · = I N , (37) for each projector. In our experimental systems, after we obtain environmental component E M by turning off all projectors (I j = 0, ∀ j ), we determine each form factor component F j M based on Eq. (36), by sequentially outputting white image, i.e. I j = 1, from each projector.
